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a transformational year...
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Transforming client stand spaces 

Global law fi rm Kennedys wanted innovative display options that refl ected how they approach their 
business. Key values for them are being seen as approachable, straightforward, supportive and distinctive. 

Striking the 19-degree angle on the graphic tower was a key element of the design. It provided not just 
height but a visual statement. Both stand and graphics are now in their second year of display. The savings 
made were another attractive element of our solution. This stand, designed for Confed 2017 met the 
client’s brief exactly.
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As we approach 10 years young
“What’s great is that we now have clients who rely on us to handle pretty much all of their  
on-site exhibiting arrangements. It’s a huge change from when we started out. I love the fact 
that we have earned that level of trust.”

Anthony Booty - Client Services Director 

“A lot of the work that we do for clients now is more strategic compared to when we started 
the business. We are seen as partners in their events programme rather than just suppliers. 
Personally, I find collaborative work very rewarding.” 

Gavin Kain - Client Services Director 

“Ultimately, I believe that what we really do is help our clients, large or small, transform their 
exhibition display spaces. We focus on helping them stand out to the people that they most 
want to be doing business with when they exhibit. We hope this short guide to what we do 
will help transform how you see our business and how we can help transform yours.” 

Nikki Drogman - Head of Design 
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Key stats for the last 12 months:
• 116 stands set up at 78 shows 

• A new record set: 6 stands built in 24 hours

• 2 miles of graphics printed

• 365,039 miles travelled to support clients 

• 8 countries travelled to

• 4562 coffees drunk (2,323 by Anthony) 

• 3,500 additional square feet acquired and added to our Leigh-on-Sea premises

• 86 visitors to our stunning new showroom

• 626 happy customers

• 40 different people knocking at Guardian Display’s offi ce mistaking us for 
   AllSpecs next door proving the business case for AllSpecs… 

IRX went great, the stand, and Nikki, were fantastic. 
Marketing Manager, Genie Goals
“ ”
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For Bloch, Guardian Displays’ service has been exemplary. From original concept and design 
work through to full ongoing support and set up for all our trade shows over a number of 
years. We would not hesitate to recommend them to anybody.

General Manager, Bloch

“
”

A tough brief: 
“Slash direct exhibit costs but ensure we still look good”
Long established dance-wear manufacturer and retailer Bloch UK required a bespoke exhibition 
stand that would work at each of the multiple shows they attended annually.

Previously, Bloch had been using one-off custom build stands for each event and this was a 
massive cost to their business. To meet their brief, we created a 3.5m tall display stand with lots of 
display space for Bloch’s famous dance range. This approach combined visual impact on the show 
fl oor with sales practicality. 

Bloch UK now own their graphics and stand outright. Display costs have been slashed. They only 
pay a small stand installation fee when they exhibit. Brief met.
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Quick note to say the stand looks amazing, we’re so chuffed with it. 
Wayne and Lee were incredible yesterday! So patient with the electrics 
and internet problems and done such a great job with the stand itself.
Junior Marketing Manager, Zest

“
”

Creating an effective hybrid stand with pre-testing 
for our client’s piece of mind
Zest is in the business of reinventing employee benefi ts technology and they have a strong 
brand personality. As an exhibitor at Unleash 2018, they and we had to work within the 
organiser’s ruling that all stands should have a uniform look. The goal was to do achieve this 
without losing Zest’s strong identity. 

By combining elements from two of our stand build systems we provided the client with a 
solution that could be used at other events too. And a platform covered in high-grade white 
vinyl, provided the uniform look that the organiser desired. 

Peace of mind for our client was achieved by pre-building the stand in our workshop to enable 
testing of tablets and their on-screen presentation. Knowing that everything worked meant no 
jitters during the event’s build. Good to know for us and our client.
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Small stand packs a big interactive punch
A2 Dominion is a residential property group with a social purpose. Their brief required that we 
create a stand with interactive and tactile elements to both attract and inform attendees.  
Plus; everything had to be able to fit into a car. 

We created two interactive boards that displayed an electronic quiz with push buttons and lights. 
These let visitors know whether a correct answer had been given. 

Mindful of the need for portability, the stand was built using Versaform Flex components which 
are very easy to erect and dismantle. Additionally, the kit included shelving, an iPad stand, and a 
portable counter. And it all fits into a car as requested. Whew!
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Flexible: The ability to be easily modified or to 
respond to altered circumstances. 
Introducing the world’s most flexible exhibition display system. It’s called Versaform Flex and it’s 
a near perfect exhibiting solution. 
Completely modular, sitting just in front of shell scheme walls, it snakes around edges and fits 
into any exhibition space. 
That’s why it’s our recommended display solution for clients attending shows throughout the 
year. Versaform Flex will work for them whatever shell scheme system is being used on any 
shaped stand space. 
And as you’ll see from the image on the opposite page, seamless graphics, shelving, digital 
screens, and other display accessories are all part of the Versaform range.
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Partnership with The Institution of Engineering and 
Technology (IET) 
In 2017, Guardian Display became the offi cial branding supplier to the IET one of the world’s 
largest engineering institutions with over 168,000 members in 150 countries.

We work with the IET’s Events department in their prestigious Savoy Place headquarters in 
London to create high impact branding for their conference and event clients.

Projects that we have worked on to date include product launches, conference branding and 
other event-related branding jobs throughout the venue.

If your business is looking for a venue with the wow factor, Savoy Place located alongside the 
River Thames can defi nitely fi ll the bill. 

Having recently undergone a £30 million refurbishment, it offers cutting edge technology, 
improved capacity plus outside roof space all in a location that’s easily accessible by rail, tube, 
and river.

 
Amazing feedback - so happy with everything you guys 
did for us - would defi nitely use you again. Really super.
Marketing Manager, Dynamic Planner

“ ”
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On trend
We spotted early-on how lightboxes could transform a stand. How they could attract attention 
and communicate messages clearly and with strength.

That’s because we humans are hardwired to notice bright, colourful things over dull, bland ones.

This theory is ably backed by market research, which consistently shows that illuminated signage 
captures greater attention. In a show environment that translates into more enquiries and 
ultimately to more sales. Transforming your stand can transform your results.

Be bright. Be noticed.
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Life is better in Technicolour
Colour is very important to Imago Venues. Each of their four main venues has its own logo 
colour and they wanted a stand that embodied those identities when they participated in 
Confex 2018 at Olympia in London.

To achieve the link to their brand and to stand out on a crowded exhibition floor, we created a 
striking 6m x 3m stand with a tall rear wall, covered in colourful graphics and supported with 
bright furniture. 

Then we added a fridge, a storage area, literature holder, a TV and two iPad units. The whole 
stand worked very successfully and is being reused at another event in 2018. 

A striking stand that becomes even more cost-effective each time it is used. 
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Future Trends
Despite the huge march of technology year after year, events consistently show up at the top of 
“most effective” lists for return on marketing spend. 

The power of personal relationships can never be underestimated. So much business is done 
through personal interaction. That trend will not be going away any time soon. 

High impact graphics will be used by more and more exhibitors. Artwork resolution and 
reproduction keep improving. Graphic walls will increasingly be used with in-built digital screens 
for added impact and attractiveness. 

Interactive digital tools like touch screens and tables will be used more widely to generate 
visitor engagement and to assist the at-show sales process. Lead capture devices will become 
smarter and even more user-friendly with apps enabling smartphones to capture visitor data. You 
will have a greater depth of sales intelligence. 

Add to the mix artificial intelligence, robots, advances in lighting technology, digital walling 
and a host of other developments and you see why events will remain near the top of those 
“most effective” lists for the foreseeable future. 



Keith
Senior Build Technician
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Teamwork is everything
In an events business like ours, the importance of a unified and skilled team cannot be 
underestimated or undervalued. You can only build a company culture and belief system if 
everyone in the business shares the same point of view.

For Guardian Display that point of view is focused on achieving success for our clients. Going 
the extra mile, working late when it’s required, making really tight deadlines can be the reality 
of our work.

The team of future Guardian Display stars on the page opposite, all share this point of view.

And outside of their event-related working hours our team keeps busy too. We have avid  
footballers, a local councillor who plans to teach her children to surf this summer, golfers, gym 
going dancers, dog lovers and an artist.

Gavin
Client Services Director

Anthony
Client Services Director

Francesca
Client Services

Nikki
Head of Design

Hannah
Designer

Wayne
Senior Build Technician

Lee
Senior Build Technician

Brad
Senior Build Technician
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Come visit 
We now have the space to meet with you at our office in Leigh-on-Sea.

We can’t promise you sunshine when you visit but we can promise you great coffee and the time 
needed to discuss where you really want to get to with your events programme.

In our brand-new showroom, you’ll be able to see the full range of our display products.

You’ll see how they can fit together and how we can develop your display resources to suit  
your programme.

And we will demonstrate just how easy and fast it can be to put a professional and impactful 
stand display together.

Within 24 hours, we will create a branded visual and a 2D plan of your space. So do come visit!
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Thank you 
We would like to thank all of our clients past  
and present.

Your support, your trust and your confidence, have 
brought us amazingly into our tenth trading year.

Thank you for all of the recommendations made to 
colleagues and to other businesses. This has been a 
huge factor in our growth and development.

With your continued support we will be able to 
keep on innovating, and improving what we do. 
Most important of all; we can keep on helping you 
transform your event results.

To your success!

Gavin & Anthony at a recent BNC show
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